Resident Members

Debra C. Ames
Roy Austensen
Richard P. Baepler
Richard Benson
Meredith W. Berg
Jennifer I. Bjornstad
Marcia J. Bunge
Zachary Calo
James Caristi
Bonnie Coleman
Joseph W. Creech
Sarah Glenn DeMaris
Melissa Desjarlais
Laura Gaston Dooley
Randa Duvick
Samuel Graber
Donna J. Guydan
Carter F. Hanson
Kelly Jabbusch
David Johnson
Kenneth H. Klein
Rosalie Berger Levinson
JoEllen Lind
Timothy B. Malchow
Stacy E. Maugans
Carol Ann Nix
Howard N. Peters
Marian J. Rubchak
Mark R. Schwehn
Colleen M. Seguin
Julian Smith
Patrick J. Sullivan
Robert Swanson
Albert R. Trost, Jr.
J. Michael Yohe
Stanislaus A. Zygmunt

The Phi Beta Kappa Society
Eta of Indiana Chapter
at Valparaiso University

Initiation Ceremony
Friday, May 17, 2013 at 3:00 pm
Duesenberg Recital Hall
Valparaiso University Center for the Arts
2013 Initiates

Members in Course

Karis Ailabouni (Music and Psychology)
Samuel Marshall Andre (History)
Rebekah Brown (Spanish)
Amy Buckman (Spanish and Secondary Education)
Samantha Jean Cassell (Chemistry and Mathematics)
Madison Lorraine Conces (Biology)
Tabitha Marah Gerardot (French and Spanish)
Louise Kathleen Hahn (Environmental Science and Geography)
Halina Barbara Hopkins (Biology and Humanities and Environmental Science)
Christian Larson (German)
Joshua David Leong (Classics and Political Science)
Kevin Joseph Miller (Physics)
Carly Mohr (American Studies)
Mary Elizabeth Morales-Rivera (English and History)
Emily Rose Nelson (International Business and Spanish)
Lauren Nickodemus (Spanish)
Lauren Prusinski (Biochemistry and Chinese & Japanese Studies)
Rachel Rahn (Biology and German)
Sarah Elaine Robertson (Biology and Chemistry)
Ian Roseen (English)
Paul Rubio (Meteorology)
Aubri Rush (Biology)
Cali Russell (Psychology and Environmental Science)
Patrick Slattery (Mathematics and Humanities)
Jacob Stefan (Chemistry and Biology and German)
Jennifer Lauren VanSwoi (Chemistry and Biology)
Stephanie Volz (Mathematics and Political Science)
Joy Von Holle (Music)
Anna Wiersma (International Economics & Cultural Affairs)
Nicole Wilken (Psychology and Spanish)

Program

The Ritual of Initiation
by Officers
Melissa Desjarlais, President
Stacy Maugans, Vice-President and Guide
Michael Yohe, Historian
Patrick Sullivan, Secretary

Members in Course

Address
James Caristi, Ph.D.
Professor, Department of Mathematics & Computer Science
Past President, Eta Chapter of Indiana

Refreshments